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OPEN FORUM 
Tuition Recommendation Committee 

College Union, Mt. Mazama 
Monday, April 22, 2019 

5:00 pm – 7:00 pm 
 

 
ATTENDANCE 

 
The Tuition Recommendation Committee Open Forum was hosted during an ASOIT General Meeting as 
well as advertised as Open to the campus community for students, faculty and staff. 
 

OPEN FORUM 
 

1. Tuition Recommendation Committee Presentation Brian Fox, Faith Lee, Junmin Yee 
 
QUESTIONS & COMMENTS 

 
• Does an increase in scholarships mean an increase in the number of scholarships or an 

increase in dollar amount given in scholarships? 
• As a junior I’m okay with a 9% tuition increase because I don’t want my program cut. 
• What types of courses would be cut? Lower level? Electives? Upper level? 
• What was last year’s tuition increase? 
• Are all Oregon schools doing the same thing and looking at a 10% increase? 
• What happened in FY2017-18?  What are the reasons for the increases/decreases? 
• On the costs and revenue graph, how does athletics look? 
• Request for explanation of the line graphs. 
• How will a tuition increase affect students on Externships next year? 
• When will Oregon Tech get use of Solar Panels for possible energy savings? 
• Request for explanation about remissions and if they are from the outside or internal to the 

institution? 
• Can Oregon Tech balance the tuition increase and the tuition remissions? 
• With Scenario 2, would there still be upkeep of the current equipment? 
• Will the CEET project continue to be built? 
• What will the future tuition increases be if it’s 9% this year, will it balance and flatten out in 

the future?  
• Request from TRC Member to look at a per credit tuition increase slide. 

o These slides are scary. 
• Looking at the fund balance slides aren’t impactful because our personal fund balances are 

at zero, so this is ‘screwing’ us over. 
o Yes, but we have better chance at jobs and higher wages when we graduate and so 

we must keep up to date on technology. 
• Is 3% an inflation rate right now?  Is a 9% increase really 6% on top of inflation? 
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• I would not have come here if there were going to be 15% tuition increases when I was 
choosing institutions. 

• How does the decision now affect the next few years? Would a large increase this year 
mean lower increases in the future? 

• In creating the scenarios, what assumptions did you make about state funding, now and in 
future years? 

• Why are the pension rates going up and what does Oregon Tech plan to do about PERS?  
Why isn’t the state doing anything about it?  Is Oregon Tech moving forward as if the state 
isn’t going to help? 

• Oregon Tech is planning on raising tuition, but equipment and services are currently 
breaking down, so what is Oregon Tech planning to do? 

• Stephanie Pope shared that Oregon Tech should strongly consider a 0% or 1% pay plan 
increase for next year. Oregon Tech should also reign in the unplanned promotions. 


